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An analysis of and solutions for the sign of disconnection between competition and 
training with respect to the technique of “hitting the ball with a vertically  

held table tennis racket used as a horizontally held table tennis racket” by ama-
teur table tennis players 

XIONG Zhi-chao 
Peace and Happiness Association ST. Paul’s Co-Educational College Hong Kong China

Abstract: Why some amateur table tennis players did very well in training when they were learning a new technique, but 
dared not to use it when the scores went up alternatively or at a critical moment during a game? For such a sign of discon-
nection between competition and training, namely, “training is one thing, competition is another”, the reason is attributed to 
that the players’ confidence was affected by the interference of negative migration of skills, or fundamentally, that their 
mental makings were not so good. The players should pursue proficiency technically, and must work hard mentally. Hence, 
the author put forward to counteract the effect of interference in the relationship between such two moves as “stroking the 
racket to make a downward rotating ball” (the technique of hitting the ball with a vertically held table tennis racket used as 
a horizontally held one plus making a rotating arc ball) and “stroking the racket to make an upward rotating ball” (making 
an upward rotating ball by stroking the racket horizontally) via such 3 types of mental and technical training as scenario 
rehearsal training, attention concentrated empathetic thinking training, and training for applying recognition to control 
stress in a mental making simulated competition environment, thus enhancing confidence and mental makings and nicely 
solving the problem of disconnection between competition and training. 
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